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New laws preventing the use of red diesel in private 

pleasure-craft are set to come into force this year. 

Mark Langley suggests that this could be a positive 

thing for the waterways…

DIESEL DUTY

Regardless of the fact that the 

UK is leaving the European 

Union, leisure boaters will soon 

no longer be able to fill their 

boats up with red diesel (dye-marked 

diesel) for propulsion, and will have to 

use white diesel with the same duty as 

road fuel. Boaters with separate tanks 

for heating systems and generators will 

still be able to use red diesel, but it will 

become illegal as fuel for propulsion in 

non-commercial craft.

A LONG TIME COMING
This shouldn’t come as a surprise to 

anyone, as it has been almost 20 years 

since the UK government (and that of the 

Republic of Ireland) agreed that marked 

fuels should not be supplied to any leisure 

boats for propulsion, to bring it in line 

with all other European countries. Indeed, 

boaters taking their craft to Europe with 

red diesel in their tanks have often found 

themselves on the wrong side of local law 

enforcement. 

For many years, boaters with diesel 

heaters and generators have been 

encouraged by WW and others to 

consider fitting separate tanks, as the 

change in legislation was clearly on the 

horizon. But for boat-builders, this often 

means a bit more work, so they have 

largely ignored it (as they often do with 

many good practice elements).

The system of ‘self-declaration’ – 

whereby boaters determine the split 

between the use of diesel for engine 

propulsion and domestic purposes – has 

often resulted in a 30:70 ratio, in favour of 

propulsion. However, some boaters have 

gone for a 90:10 split, arguing that they 

“don’t go very far when cruising” when 

quite clearly they are just playing the 

system. Some suppliers even give 100% 

rebated supply without asking questions, 

as the liability rests with the buyer, not 

the seller, to declare use. This is very 

unsatisfactory and means a reduced 

supply of tax to the Exchequer.

IN FAVOUR OF TAX 
So why should we pay full duty on our 

fuel? Personally, I believe that paying tax is 

important – taxation isn’t a burden but a 

citizen’s contribution to society. Boating is 

a choice – and for those who have land-

based property, it could be considered a 

luxury. Those who live aboard permanently 

on an authorised residential mooring 

contribute via council tax, but many 

continuous-cruisers do not, so paying 

something via their fuel is helping to offset 

the imbalance. 

What about the boat licence fee? 

Well, that goes towards maintaining the 

waterways infrastructure. But fuel tax, like 

that of a motor vehicle, goes into a general 

fund that the government spends on its 

citizens. You may disagree with how it will 

be spent, but that money has to be raised. 

Also, boaters across Europe have never 

been able to use marked fuel at reduced 

rates for propulsion (apart from Ireland, 

which is going through the same process 

as us). They manage well, boat-ownership 

is booming and separate tanks on larger 

craft for heating/propulsion are the norm.

KEEP COSTS DOWN 
How can boaters cope with fuel price 

increases? Well, diesel isn’t the biggest 

running expense for most boaters, and 

those using diesel engines could be 

more frugal. For example, by not running 

engines for hours at tickover just to 

charge the batteries or heat hot water (go 

for a cruise instead), or by finding better 

ways to heat water (gas boiler, electric 

immersion heater or solar water heating) 

and charge batteries (solar, wind, fuel 

cells or shoreline connectors). Turning off 

engines while waiting for locks can make 

a difference too. In the longer term, hybrid, 

plug-in electric and alternative fuels like 

hydrogen will make a difference.

Diesel-powered boat-owners can install 

separate tanks to take dye-marked fuel, 

or splitting existing tanks is possible and 

provides an opportunity to give the tank 

a proper clean. However, getting hold of 

red diesel at the waterside might become 

an issue in some places. Nevertheless, 

boaters could club together to get a 

tanker delivery in, or even start making 

their own biofuels from vegetable oils, 

which is surprisingly simple (and up 

to 2,500 litres can be produced a year 

without excise duty being added). 

What boaters can’t do soon is continue 

to use red diesel for propulsion and claim 

ignorance if they get their tank dipped, or 

are caught loading it – the same penalties 

will apply for a boat as a car. Although no 

one is expecting that tanks will be cleaned 

to reduce all traces of marker, there are 

ways that the dilution is measured to 

show if someone has used red when they 

shouldn’t.

FAIRER FOR ALL
All of the above is for diesel-powered 

leisure boats. What about petrol-powered 

craft? Well, there will be no change, as 

petrol has never been marked (duty-

rebated) for any boat use. Petrol-powered 

boats have always had to pay ‘road 

petrol’ prices – and often at exorbitant 

rates at the waterside. 

Why should diesel boaters be 

subsidised but not petrol boaters? 

There are liveaboard boaters in 

outboard-powered GRP boats and mini 

narrowboats; residential and continuous-

cruisers are not limited to steel and diesel 

boats. 
I believe it’s time that all boaters make 

their fair contribution to the national 

income – the more fuel you burn, the 

more tax you pay, and not at a subsidised 

rate. This puts all boaters on an equal 

footing across the UK and beyond.

Mark Langley is the Technical 

Editor for Waterways World 

magazine
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COMPANY HISTORY
Established in 1917, E.P. Barrus imports and supplies engines and engine-powered equipment for the marine, garden, industrial and vehicle industries. The company’s roots are in the distribution of precision hand and machine tools, but it quickly expanded into the marine sector in the 1920s following the racing successes of its US imported outboard engines. Over the last 100 years, Barrus has become the largest custom builder of marine and industrial engines in Europe.
The company has two locations in Oxfordshire, occupying over 250,000ft² of industrial space. Its main warehouse and distribution centre is based in Bicester at the heart of the country’s motorway system, allowing for next day delivery on many products via its dedicated transport fleet.

 
BARRUS INLAND WATERWAYSAcross its four diverse sectors, Barrus has 

11 divisions, plus support services such as training, warehousing, spare parts, research and development, that ensure stability in complementary markets. Within this are dedicated marine divisions that cater for the needs of leisure boaters, inland waterways users, commercial customers and search and rescue organisations.

The Barrus Inland Waterways collection covers all brands and products available to canal boaters. Building on the success of its marine services elsewhere, Barrus began production of the Shire range of inboard engines for narrowboats, wide-beams and Dutch barges in 1998. In that same year, it was the first manufacturer to design and fit genuine twin thermostat systems – and still is today.
Committed to continual improvement of its products, Barrus’ research and development team has used its engineering expertise to modify the Shire engine range to consistently deliver propulsion packages that last. In 2017, when the company celebrated 20 years in the inland waterways sector, it discovered that its very first Shire engine was still operating on a trip-boat on the Kennet & Avon Canal – a testament to the longevity and quality of its products.

With people increasingly looking to more environmentally friendly forms of 

Barrus has been supporting the marine sector for 100 years and inland 
waterways boaters since 1998 with quality engines that are built to last

SHIRE DETERMINATION

The original Shire engine installed on a K&A trip-boat was in service for 20 years.
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WATERWAYS NETWORK DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES 
Let us promote your business online at www.waterwaysnetwork.
co.uk, our audience’s go-to for the latest issue of the magazine, 
relevant industry news, the latest products and services, and 
useful business advice. 

Our digital opportunities are in place to promote your services 
and drive connections between you and other businesses. All of 
our digital opportunities can be linked back to your own website.

Digital Banner positioned prominently at the top of the website 
and can be seen on each web page. Fixed position for a single 
advertiser. 
MPU (Mid Page Unit) are 4 advertising slots located on the 
right-hand side of the web page; each slot rotates its position 
randomly interchanging levels. MPUs are shown on each page 
to gain maximum exposure.  
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